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THE PROJECT
IN BRIEF
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LIFE VIMINE is a project which 

aims to protect the salt marshes 
(locally called “barene”) of the inner

parts of the Venice lagoon 
from erosion.

These unique habitats, part of the Natura 2000
ecological network created to protect biodiversity 
in Europe, are disappearing because of natural
processes and, unfortunately, of several human
impacts.

LIFE VIMINE constructs many micro soil-
bioengineering works to protect salt marsh edges,
using biodegradable materials with low
environmental and landscape impact (mainly wood).

A key goal of the project is 
the involvement of local communities
and stakeholders, who, through their bond 
with the lagoon and their knowledge of its
dynamics, can make the project actions 
sustainable in the long term.

The place where the concrete conservation actions
of this demonstrative project take place is in the
northern Venice Lagoon, in the area of the Burano,
Mazzorbo and Torcello islands and the Palude dei
Laghi (Laghi wetland).
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WHAT ARE SALT
MARSHES?

Salt marshes are not only protagonists of the beautiful Venetian
lagoon landscape, with their colorful blooms following the
rhythm of the seasons, they provide many concrete benefits 
to humans, known as “ecosystem services”. They:
• remove pollutants from water 
• mitigate the global climate change by absorbing the carbon

dioxide found in the atmosphere
• reduce the fetch, i.e. the open lagoon length over which wind

can blow, thus limiting the generation of waves
• decrease the eroding power of currents and waves
• promote the reproduction and growth of valuable resources

for fisheries
• support other economic or recreational activities such as

hunting and eco-tourism.

WHY PROTECT
THEM?

They are low-lying and small islands covered
by grassy vegetation and rising to a maximum
height of about 50 cm above mean sea level.
Submerged only by high tides, they are
crossed by small creeks called ghebi. 
They are the key trait of the emerged natural
landscape of the lagoon and are covered with
a dense halophytic vegetation, able to
tolerate salt.

Salt marshes are protected by the European
Union as part of the Natura 2000 Network,
created to protect animal and vegetal species
as well as habitats of high value for nature.

SALT
MARSHES



THE PROBLEM
One of the most serious environmental problems of
the lagoon is the ongoing process of diffuse erosion
which is emptying it from sediments: lagoon
bottoms deepen and flatten and salt marshes, one
of the most precious environments of the lagoon,
are consumed by currents and waves.

Over the past century, the lagoon surface covered
with salt marshes decreased by more than 70% and
every year about 1 million cubic meters of sediments
is lost to the sea. Let's see the causes:
• the waves generated by the wind and the effect

of currents
• the diversion of rivers out of the lagoon has

reduced the input of sediments from the
mainland

• the construction of jetties at the lagoon inlets has
reduced the input of sand from the sea

• the excavation of deep lagoon channels has
created fast routes to the sea for sediment fluxes 

• mechanized clam fishing techniques dredge the
lagoon bottoms and resuspend sediments, which
are then lost to the Adriatic Sea

• the waves generated by motor boats, breaking on
salt marshes, destroy their edges day by day, so
that they retreat year by year until they disappear

• sea level rise and soil subsidence threaten to
submerge salt marshes

THE EROSION OF SALT
MARSHES IS MAINLY DUE
TO HUMAN CAUSES, 
SO IT CAN BE STOPPED

THE CAUSES
OF EROSION

source: International Space Station, shoot 4th January 2015



GOALS AND
METHODS
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LIFE VIMINE aims to demonstrate the
effectiveness of novel techniques to protect
the most interior salt marshes of the lagoon
of Venice from erosion, that is, those salt
marshes far from the main channels and
areas affected by strong waves and
currents. The idea is to do routine
maintenance of salt marshes, preventing
erosion with small actions at low cost.

SALT MARSH
CONSERVATION

The project is developed through the
participation of the local community of the
Northern Lagoon islands and of other
stakeholders, based on: workshops, co-design,
employment of local workers, and participatory
activities to promote local businesses which
make use of salt marshes in a respectful manner.

INVOLVING THE
LOCAL COMMUNITY

The key concept is that environmental
conservation is not incompatible  
with local development. On the contrary,
salt marshes should be protected because
they are a common good needed to achieve
a truly sustainable development.

TESTING A
NOVEL
INTEGRATED
APPROACH

GOALS



The basic unit of soil-bioengineering
protection works is the fascine of wooden
branches, with a length of about 2 m and
a diameter of 35-40 cm, sometimes
wrapped in a coconut net, and tied with
vegetal cords.

PROTECTION
TECHNIQUES

METHODS

Besides fascines, a few small
groynes and wind barriers have
been placed to locally modify
water currents, reducing erosion
and promoting the process of
sedimentation.

The fascines, placed in two or three
superimposed lines sticking to the salt marsh
edge, are anchored to wooden poles planted
in the lagoon bottom, protecting edges from
waves without stopping the vivifying water
exchange with the lagoon.

The small spaces left between fascines and the
salt marsh edge are filled with sediments, taken
from the shallow bottoms nearby, manually or
using little pumps; such sediment is quickly
colonized by vegetation which consolidates it,
thus reconstructing new, small salt marsh areas.



SOCIO-
ECONOMIC
BENEFITS

3. A virtuous example of sustainability:
the short supply chain of wooden
material and the local workforce 

PARTICIPATION AS
A PROACTIVE
LAGOON
MANAGEMENT TOOL

The wood to create fascines is supplied free of
charge by land management public bodies (for
example the project partner Consorzio di
Bonifica Acque Risorgive) and is obtained from
routine forest management activities (such as
pruning) carried out in in the lagoon and its
mainland: the waste generated by the
management of wooded areas thus becomes a
resource, to be transported only for short
distances with a reduction of costs and CO2

emissions.

Moreover, LIFE VIMINE has chosen to hire
workers who live in the lagoon to install,
monitor and regularly maintain the protection

works, such as the fishermen of Burano who
have a deep knowledge of their lagoon,
thus creating local jobs during a time of big
economic crisis which is unfortunately
depopulating the lagoon islands. 

The participation of local stakeholders such as
inhabitants and fishermen of the islands, NGO’s, 
and businesses, has allowed LIFE VIMINE to promote the lagoon with its thousands facets and
to educate people to visit the lagoon responsibly.

A SHORT SUPPLY CHAIN 
OF WOODEN MATERIAL
GUARANTEES
ENVIRONMENTAL, 
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
SUSTAINABILITY



THOSE WHO LIVE THE
LAGOON DAY BY DAY CAN
HELP TO WATCH OVER IT
AND TAKE CARE OF IT

The project also
involves the tourism-
related businesses of
the northern Lagoon, so that they promote a
tourism supply which is more respectful of the
environment, traditions and peculiarities of the
lagoon, through the development of a CHART OF
THE SUSTAINABLE TOURISM. This is a map which
allows the traveler to choose, out of the wide-
ranging existing tourism supply, those businesses
committed to living, promoting and protecting the
lagoon.

Sustainable
tourism
development



COMMUNI-
CATION
ACTIVITIES
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HOW?
• training sessions for school teachers and

nature field guides and operators
• meeting/activities in classrooms
• the contest for schools 

Let’s save the salt marshes!
• creation of an educational kit for schools

including the Educational book for the
protection of the lagoon and the salt
marshes as well as a lagoon map (edukit)

• trips to visit salt marshes

LIFE VIMINE has involved about 27.000
youngsters in awareness raising activities 
on lagoon conservation issues, making 
them - and consequently their families -
understand that the lagoon is a treasure
to preserve.

THE
INVOLVEMENT
OF SCHOOLS



• participatory workshops, divulgation
seminars

• creation of dissemination tools (on paper
and video)

• clean-up days for litter removal

• creation of the Responsible boater's
vademecum, to make boat owners follow
a responsible behavior, aware of the
fragility of the lagoon

ACTIVITIES WITH CITIZENS,
NGO’S AND BOAT OWNERS



The assessment of the economic and
social sustainability of the integrated
approach

The social and economic benefits provided by
protecting salt marshes through an integrated
approach, such as that proposed by the
project, are many:
• new local jobs in soil-bioengineering
• the creation of a new local economic

activity, the short supply chain of wooden
material

• the construction of a network of businesses
who work with tourism sustainably

• defense of all the ecosystem services
supplied by salt marshes, which are
valuable for society (e.g. wave dampening)
or support local economic activities such as
fishing and ecotourism

The costs and benefits of the integrated
approach are also assessed in monetary
terms and communicated to the institutions
managing the lagoon, which will thus have a
concrete tool to decide how to invest in salt
marsh conservation.
Only by involving all those people visiting and
living the lagoon, it will be possible to
recreate that balance between society and
nature which has made the lagoon of Venice a
unique place in the world.

RESULTS5.



95
HECTARES OF

PROTECTED SALT
MARSHES 

4.000
FASCINES MADE 

WITH LOCAL WOOD

11.000
POLES OF LOCAL
WOOD PLANTED 
IN THE LAGOON

21
PLANT 

ASSOCIATIONS
MONITORED

60
M3

OF LITTER 
REMOVED

1.480
PERSON DAYS 
OF LOCAL 

WORKFORCE

100
TEACHERS 
TRAINED

1.400
EDUKIT 

DELIVERED

27.000
STUDENTS 
INVOLVED
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WHAT 
CAN I DO?

6.

ON BOAT:
• reduce your speed
• follow the navigation routes
• avoid littering
• regardless of limits, slow down every

time that the waves generated by your
boat cause troubles

WITH YOUR PC OR
SMARTPHONE:
• report in real time critical situations

requiring action (for example, presence
of litter or eroding salt marsh edges) or
tell us about places of special beauty to
be protected accessing the platform 
lifevimine.crowdmap.com

• visit the Atlas of the Lagoon geoportal
www.atlantedellalaguna.it, you will find
many information and a detailed
georeferenced map of salt marsh
vegetation before and after our
protection works

• navigate our website www.lifevimine.eu,
our Facebook page, and our You Tube,
Flickr and Panoramio channels

So… what can I do 
to protect 
salt marshes?
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Scientific coordinator of the project: 
Dr. Luca Palmeri

How to contact us:

E-mail: lifevimine@dii.unipd.it
                                                                        
Phone: +39 049 827 5526, 5535               

Mail: Dr. Luca Palmeri,                                
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Industriale sede M,
Università degli Studi di Padova,
via Marzolo 9, 35131 Padova (Italy)

www.lifevimine.eu                                       


